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INTRODUCTION

The consumer is often confronted with deceptive advertising, dishonest
selling practices, and substandard workmanship and materials.' This
coupled with the fact that changes in attitude toward installment buying
and consumer credit have greatly increased the purchasing power of low
and middle income groups thereby bringing many new and unsophisticated
buyers into the "market place"2 means that consumers need protection from
unscrupulous retail merchants and manufacturers.

The past two Presidents of the United States have recognized the problem
and have shown concern for consumer protection. President Kennedy said:

Two-thirds of all spending in the economy is by consumers. But
they are the only important group in the economy who are not
effectively organized, whose views are often not heard . . . . If
consumers are offered inferior products, if prices are exorbitant,
if drugs are unsafe or worthless, if the consumer is unable to choose
on an informed basis, then his dollar is wasted, his health and
safety may be threatened, and the national interest suffers.3

President Johnson has called for an "intensified campaign... against the
selfish minority who defraud and deceive consumers, charge unfair prices,
or are engaged in other sharp practices."4 While many consumer problems
do arise from the exploitation of the poor,5 the uneducated and the elderly
these problems are not confined to these groups. The affluent and the
educated are also exposed to and succumb to improper sales practices. 6

Of course, not all manufacturers and retail merchants participate in
questionable sales practices. Most sellers find it commercially feasible to
stand behind their representations and many go to great lengths to please
their customers, not stopping with their legal obligations but taking any

*General Counsel, Emory Community Legal Services Center. B.S. Purdue University, 1942;
J.D. Indiana University, 1950. Member of the Georgia Bar.

1. Translating Sympathy for Deceived Consumers Into Effective Programs for Protection,
114 U. Pirr. L. REv. 395 (1966) [hereinafter cited as Sympathy].

2. See CAPLOVITE, THE POOR PAY MOPE (1963). Total outstanding consumer credit
(excluding real estate mortgage credit) grew from $9,172,000,000 in 1941 to

$92,498,000,000 in 1966, FED. RESERvE BULL. 132 (January 1967).
3. 108 CONc. REc. 4167, 4263 (1962) (Message from President Kennedy to Congress

concerning consumer problems).
4. 110 CONG. REC. 1958, 2095 (1964) (Message from President Johnson to Congress

concerning consumer interests).
5. Caplovitz, Consumer Problems, 23 LEGAL AID BRIEF CASE 143 (1965).
6. Comment, Consumer Legislation and the Poor, 76 YALE L.J. 745, 767 (1967).
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reasonable action to preserve good will.7 Furthermore, the ethics of the
consumer marketplace today are probably higher than its nineteenth cen-
tury counterparts

The fact that most sellers are responsible makes it easier for the dis-
honest merchant to seduce the unwary. The consumer expects honesty
from the merchant. He does not believe it necessary to read his sales
contract because he trusts the seller and he trusts the salesman. And, in
most instances, the consumer would not understand the contract even if
he did read it.

There are a number of governmental bodies and agencies concerned
with manufacturers and merchants misrepresentations. The Post Office, 9

Federal Trade Commission, 10 state consumer fraud departments, 1 Federal
Consumer Advisory Council 12 and the Federal Food and Drug Administra-
tion 13 are all working in one capacity or the other in an effort to protect
the consumer. However, this paper will only be concerned with the remedies
available to the individual' 4 consumer in the courts.

CONSUMER REMEDIES

A. Action for Deceit and Recission for Fraud

The elements of a cause of action for deceit have often been stated as
follows:

1) False representation made by defendant.
2) Scienter
3) An intention to induce the plaintiff to act or refrain from

action in reliance upon the misrepresentation.
4) Justifiable reliance by the plaintiff.
5) Damage to plaintiff.15

These elements have been stated in different ways in the various juris-
dictions and the 'Georgia case of Wiseman Baking Co. v. Parrish Bakers of
Georgia 6 lists seven elements. However, those seven elements are probably
included in the above list.

7. See Bogert & Fink, Business Practices Regarding Warranties in the Sale of Goods,
25 ILL. L. REV. 400, 415 (1931).

8. See L. VorD, LAW OF SALES 429 (2d ed. 1959).
9. See CCH 1968 Pov. L. REP. Para. 3830; Sympathy 434.

10. See CCH 1968 Pov. L. REP. Para. 3825; Sympathy 442; Baum, The Federal Trade
Commission and the War on Poverty, 14 UCLA L. REV. 1071 (1967).

11. See CCH 1968 Pov. L. REP. Para. 3810; Sympathy 430, 434.
12. See Sympathy 438, 439.
13. See Sympathy 446.
14. Consumer group action such as commercial nuisance will not be covered. For a

description of this type of action see Commercial Nuisance: A Theory of Con-
sumer Protection, 33 U. CHI. L. REV. 590 (1966).

15. W. PROSSER, LAW OF ToRTs 700 (3rd ed. 1964) [hereinafter cited as PROSSER]; 3 S.
WILLSTON, SALES OF GooDs §624 (Rev. Ed. 1948) [hereinafter cited as 3 WILLISroN].

16. 103 Ga. App. 61, 118 S.E.2d 190 (1961).
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MERCER LAW REVIEW

Deceit differs from other actions based on the seller's misrepresentations
in that it requires actual or constructive knowledge of the falsity of the
representation and an intention to mislead the buyer. Recission, on the
other hand, can be had by the buyer even though the seller was not aware
of the falsity of the misrepresentation, provided that the misrepresentation
was material and the status quo can be restored.' 7 Thus, where the sales-
man for a used car dealer told the buyer that a car was in "A-1 condition"
and that recently the motor had been overhauled, which statements were
untrue, the buyer could rescind the contract of purchase even though the
seller was ignorant of the truth of the statements.'t And where a new car
salesman represented to a buyer that an automobile was in "perfect running
condition," which representation was untrue but was believed by the
salesman to be true, the buyer was entitled to rescission. 19

B. Express Warranties

The UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
20 (hereinafter cited as Code) section

2-313 defines express warranties. 21 The Code classifies sales by description
and sales by sample as express warranties, while in the UNIFORM SALES ACT

(hereinafter cited as Sales Act) they were considered as implied war-
ranties. 22 This difference may be material where disclaimer clauses apply
to implied warranties but not to express warranties.23 The Code clearly

17. See Newman v. Chaflin 107 Ga. 89, 32 S.E. 943 (1899); RESTATEMENT OF RESTITUT-
TION §9(2) (1937).

18. Touchstone v. Bond, 223 Miss. 487, 78 So.2d 463 (1955).
19. Packard Norfolk, Inc. v. Miller, 198 Va. 557, 95 S.E.2d 207 (1956).
20. All references are to the 1962 Official Text.
21. Express warranties by the seller are defined as follows:

(a) Any affirmation of fact or promise made by the sellor to the buyer which
relates to the goods and becomes part of the basis of the bargain creates an
express warranty that the goods shall conform to the affirmation or promise.

(b) Any description of the goods which is made part of the basis of the bargain
creates an express warranty that the goods shall conform to the description.

(c) Any sample or model which is part of the basis of the bargain creates all
express warranty that the whole of the goods shall conform to the sample or
model.

(2) It is not necessary to the creation of an express warranty that the seller use
formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee" or that he have a specific intention
to make a warranty, but an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or a
statement purporting to be merely the seller's opinion or commendation of the
goods does not create a warranty.
The UNIFORM SALES AcT §12 [hereinafter cited as U.S.A.] defined an express war-
ranty:

Any affirmation of fact or any promise by the seller relating to the goods is
an express warranty if the natural tendency of such affirmation or promise is
to induce the buyer to purchase goods, and if the buyer purchases goods relying
thereon. No affirmation of the value of the goods, nor any statement pur-
porting to be a statement of the seller's opinion only shall be construed as a
warranty.

22. U.S.A. §§14 and 16.
23. See Fairbanks, More le Co. v. Consolidated Fisheries, 190 F.2d 817 (3rd Cir. 1951). In

this case a generator described as 1136 KW would not generate 1136 kilowatts of
electricity. The court of appeals held that the description created an express war-

[V/ol. 20
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places descriptions of goods in the express warranty category, therefore, any
attempt to disclaim warranties of description will probably prove ineffec-
tive.24

In place of the Sales Act requirements that an affirmation of fact or
promise have a "natural tendency to induce the buyer to purchase the goods"
and that the buyer purchase the goods relying thereon,25 the Code requires
that the affirmation or promise must be a part of the basis of the bargain.28

Comment 3 of Code section 2-313 indicates that the draftsmen intended to
remove the requirement that the buyer relied on the representation. 27 Al-
though the meaning of "basis of the bargain" is not clear from the Code,
it is reasonable to conclude that any affirmation which induced the buyer
to buy is included as part of the basis of the bargain. Comment 8 of Code
section 2-313 states that all of the statements of the seller become part of
the basis of the bargain unless good reason is shown to the contrary.

Although warranties are generally considered to be contractual, the only
express warranties which arise by agreement of the parties are those created
by a promise under Code section 2-313 (1) (a). Express warranties arising
from an affirmation of fact under section 2-313 (1) (a), from a description
of the goods under section 2-313 (1) (b), or from a sample or model under
section 2-313 (1) (c), are imposed by law regardless of the consent of the
seller. All of these warranties imposed by law would appear to be based on
a policy that a seller should be bound by his representations, express re-
presentations in the case of affirmations of fact, and implied or tacit re-
presentations in the case of a sale by description or by sample or model
that the goods will conform to the description, sample or model. Con-
sequently, all express warranties are included in the section on misre-
presentations.

ranty which was not precluded by a disclaimer. And UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
(hereinafter cited as U.C.C.) §2-316, Comment 4.

24. U.C.C. §2-316, Comment 1; See Comment, The Contractual Aspect of Consumer
Protection, 64 MIcH. L. REv. 1430 (1960) [hereinafter cited as Contractual Pro-
tection].

25. U.S.A. §12.
26. U.C.C. §2-313 (1) (a).
27. Section 1-102 (3)(f) of the 1952 Edition of the CoDE statcd:

The Comments of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws and the American Law Institute may be consulted in the con-
struction and application of the Act, but if text and comment conflict
text controls.

No similar provision appears in later editions. Although the comments do not have
the same weight as legislative history, since it is doubtful that they were presented
as explanations of the CODE to the various legislators, they should be given the same
or greater weight than treatises explaining the CODE. See FARNSWORTH & HONNOLD,

COMMERCIAL LAW, 8-10 (1965).
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C. Implied Warranties

1. Merchantibilitv

An implied warranty of merchantibility is provided for in the Code. 28

And section 2-104 (1) defines a merchant as:

A person who deals in goods of the kind or otherwise by his occupa-
tion holds himself out as having knowledge or skill peculiar to the
practices or goods involved in the transaction or to whom such
knowledge or skill may be attributed by his employment of an
agent or broker or other intermediary who by his occupation holds
himself out as having such knowledge or skill.

The Code provides a definition of "merchantable" which was not included
in section 15 (2) of the Sales Act. Under the Sales Act many courts held
that a product met this description if it was "fit for the general purpose for
which manufactured and sold," 29 or was "suitable for the ordinary use for

which sold."30

The Sales Act required that a sale be "by description" 31 to give rise to an

implied warranty of merchantability. The Code requires only that the seller
be "a merchant with respect to goods of that kind. '32 Under the Sales Act
many courts held that where a buyer selected specific goods there was no
sale by description therefore no warranty of merchantability. 33 Since many

consumers buy specific goods, this change favors consumers.34

Code Section 2-316 (b) provides:

28, U.C.C. §2-314.
(I) Unless excluded or modified (Section 2-316), a warranty that the goods shall
be merchantable is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a merchant
with respect to goods of that kind. Under this section the serving for value of food
or drink to be consumed either on the premises or elsewhere is a sale.
(2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such as
(a) pass without objection in the trade under the contract description; and
(b) in the case of fungible goods, are of fair average quality within the description;

and
(c) are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used; and
(d) run, within the variations permitted by the agreement, of even kind, quality

and quantity within each unit and among all units involved; and
(e) are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled as the agreement may require;

and
(f) conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made on the container or label

if any.
(3) Unless excluded or modified (Section 2-316) other implied warranties may
arise from course of dealing or usage of trade.

29. E.g., Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc. 32 N.J. 358, 370, 161 A.2d 69, 76 (1960).
30. E.g., Vincent v. Nicholas E. Tsiknas Co., 337 Mass. 726, 729, 151 N.E.2d 263, 265

(1958); Mead v. Coco Cola Bottling Co., 329 Mass. 440, 442, 108 N.E.2d 757, 758
(1953).

31. U.S.A. §14.
32. U.C.C. §2-314 (1).
33. See S. WILLISTON, SALES OF GOODS §230 (Rev. Ed. 1948).
34. Contractual Protection 1438.
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When the buyer before entering into the contract has examined
the goods or the sample or model as fully as he desired or has
refused to examine the goods there is no implied warranty with
regard to defects which an examination ought in the circumstances
to have revealed to him.

Comment 8 to this section states that to bring the transaction within the
scope of "refused to examine" there must be a demand by the seller that the
buyer examine the goods fully. This is not a likely prospect in a consumer
sale. The Comment further states that a refusal to examine would not
prevent the buyer from relying on an express warranty. The same Comment
points out that "[t]he particular buyer's skill and the normal method of
examining goods in the circumstances determine what defects are excluded
[from the warranty] by the examination." A nonprofessional buyer (con-
sumer) is held to have "assumed the risk only for such defects as a layman
might be expected to observe."

2. Fitness for a particular purpose

Section 2-315 of the Code creates an implied warranty of fitness:

Where the seller at the time of contracting has reason to know any
particular purpose for which the goods are required and that the
buyer is relying on the seller's skill or judgment to select or furnish
suitable goods, there is unless excluded or modified under the next
section an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for such
purpose.

A sales contract may include both a warranty of merchantability and a
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose.35 In that situation the war-
ranty of fitness for a particular purpose would take precedence over other
warranties.3 6 The Code does not require that the seller be a merchant to
impose a warranty of fitness.3 7 Thus an automobile merchanic could be
bound in a casual sale of an automobile.

The "patent or other trade name" exception of the Sales Act,38 which
provides that sale of an article by its trade or brand name does not give
rise to a warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, has been deleted in
the Code. 39 The existence of a warranty of fitness is still a question of
fact and if a consumer insisted on a purchase by a brand name without
relying on the skill of the seller there would be no warranty of fitness. The
Code is reasonable in an age where most products are identified by brand

35. U.C.C. §2-315, Comment 2.
36. Id.
37. See U.C.C. §315, Comment 4.
38. U.S.A. §15(4.).
39. See U.C.C. §2-315, Comment 5.

1969]
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names and the consumer may be induced to buy by affirmations in a sellers
or manufacturers advertising that it would serve a particular purpose.40

3. Implied warranties as representations

Like all express warranties, except promissory warranties under the Code,
the implied warranties are imposed on the seller because of the circum-
stances and are not consensual. The warranty of merchantability is imposed
on the merchant because it can reasonably be inferred that a merchant re-
presents his product to be merchantable. The warranty of fitness is im-
posed on the skillful seller because of the inferred representation that he
is using that skill for the buyer's benefit. For this reason these implied
warranties are included in this section on representation.

D. Actionable Misrepresentations

1. Puffing

The law has traditionally recognized certain statements by sellers and
their agents, characterized as "puffing" or "dealer's talk," which do not give
rise to liability in fraud or warranty. The Code expressly distinguishes
"an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or a statement purporting
to be merely the seller's opinion or commendation of the goods" from
those affirmations of fact that will create an express warranty.41 An official
comment 42 states that some statements or predictions cannot fairly be
viewed as entering into the bargain and suggest that in some instances of
false statements the buyer may have a remedy in deceit.

General words of commendation, such as "good," "highest class,"
"valuable," "prime elegant merchandise," "unsurpassed and unsurpassable,"
have been held to be mere "seller's talk," and not warranties. 43 Similar
language; "good," "prefer," "sufficient," has been held insufficient to give
rise to any action in fraud.44

Certain affirmations and misrepresentations are so trivial as to be im-
material. If a representation is insignificant it cannot induce a buyer to
buy, and even if it does and the buyer does rely on the affirmation, he
has no right to do so. 4

40. Contractual Protection, 1440.
41. U.C.C. §2-313 (2).
42. U.C.C. §2-313, Comment 8.
43. See VOLD, LAw oF SALES §86 (2d Ed. 1959) [hereinafter cited as VOLD] and cases

cited at note 31 on page 431.
44. PRossR, 738.
45. See HARPER & JAMES, LAW OF TORTS, 565-68 [hereinafter cited as HARPER & JAMES];

the RESTATEMENT OF Tolrs describes a material fact as one "to which a reasonable
man would attach importance in determining his choice of action in the transaction
in question or the maker of the representation knows that the recipient is likely
to regard the fact as important." RESTATEMENT OF TORTS §538 (1938).

[Vol. 20
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Since the "puffing" rule amounts to a license to lie for the seller, it is
not surprising that it is no longer favored. Whenever it be found that "the
buyer reasonably understood that he was receiving something in the way
of assurance as to specific facts, the question of actionable misrepresentation
has been left to the jury."46 Thus where a car was represented, as in "per-
ect condition" this gave rise to a warranty obligation.47 And where the

salesman represented a car to be in "A-I" condition,48 or in "perfect running
condition," 49 the buyer was entitled to recission for misrepresentation.

2. Misrepresentation of fact

To be actionable in deceit, a representation must be of an existing or
past fact.50 Misrepresentations include not only written or spoken words,
but also other acts, such as changing the speedometer on a used car,51 which
amount to an assertion which is untrue.

It is often stated that misrepresentations of opinion, on matters of law,
assertions, and statements promissory in form are not actionable.5 2 The
usual explanation is that only representations of "existing or past facts"
are actionable. The explanation is inadequate-a representation of the
state of mind of the maker is a misrepresentation of fact if the state of mind
of the maker is otherwise than as represented. The true reasons lie in the
highly individualistic attitude of the common law toward the bargaining
process. Where each has an equal opportunity to form his own judgment,
each is presumed not to trust the other and to rely on his own judgment.
The parties are expected to deal at arm's length and neither has the right
to rely on the opinion of the other. A statement of opinion or intention
is a representation of fact as to the mind of the speaker, but it is sometimes
an immaterial fact on which the other party has no right to rely. Where the
circumstances justify reliance, a misrepresentation of opinion or intention is
actionable.53 The real issues are whether the misrepresentations are
material and whether the injured party's reliance was justifiable. 54

The classification of statements as of fact or opinion is not easy. The
question is whether or not the speaker is asserting the absolute truth of his

46. PROSSER, 740.
47. Curly v. Mastenbrook, 228 Mich. 678, 286 N.W. 123 (1939).
48. Smith v. Leppo, 360 Mich. 557, 104 N.W.2nd 128 (1960).
49. Packard Norfolk Inc. v. Miller, 198 Va. 557, 95 S.E.2d 207 (1956).
50. Wiseman Baking Co. v. Parrish Bakeries, 103 Ga. App. 61, 118 S.E.2d 190 (1961).
51. Crabbe v. Freeman, 160 N.E.2d 583 (Mun. Ct., Ohio 1959); Jones v. West Side

Buick Auto Co., 231 Mo. App. 187, 93 S.W.2d 1083 (1936).
52. See 37 AM. JUR. 2d Fraud & Deceit, §265.
53. See PROSSER, 736.
54. The RESTATEMEN, OF 'rORTS makes no distinction between representations of fact,

opinion, intention or law. Section 525 reads:
One who fraudulently makes a misrepresentation of fact, opinion, intention

or law for the purpose of inducing another to act or refrain from action in
reliance thereon in a business transaction is liable to the other for the harm
caused to him by his justifiable reliance upon the misrepresentation.

1969]
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statements or only his belief in the truth of the statements. The form of
speech and the subject matter of the statements must both be considered. 55

Any remark may be put in the form of an opinion by the use of words such
as "in my opinion," "I believe," or "I think." However, even positive
statements that the buyer is being offered an exceptionally good bargain 56

or that he would be foolish not to take advantage of an offer 57 obviously
involve an exercise of individual judgment, and the buyer must receive
them as opinion.

3. Opinions

In general, a buyer has no right to rely on the opinion of the seller
where the matter in question is as much within the knowledge of one
party as the other,58 or where the matter is equally open to investigation
and inquiry by either party.59 Where these situations do not exist, the buyer
may have a right to rely on the seller's opinion.

Thus, where the seller holds himself out as having special knowledge
which the buyer does not have; 60 where there is a fiduciary or confidential
relationship between the parties; 61 where the facts are not equally known
to both parties; 62 where fair investigation is prevented by artifice or
trickery; 65 or where the seller has successfully secured the confidence of the
buyer; 64 the transaction is no longer at arm's length and the buyer may
be entitled to justifiable reliance on the opinions of the seller.

The buyer can also rely on the opinions of the seller where the parties
are not on an equal footing on account of the ignorance or illiteracy of
the buyer. 65

55. 3 WILLsuTON, §628.
56. Henning v. Kyle, 190 Va. 247, 56 S.E.2d 67 (1949).
57. Tampa Union Terminal Co. v. Richard, 108 Fla. 516, 146 So. 591 (1933).
58. Davis v. Lee, 52 Mass. 330, 100 P. 752 (1909).
59. Bell v. Southern Home Building Ass'n., 140 Ala. 371, 37 So. 237 (1904); See AM.

JUR. 2d, Fraud and Deceit §205.
60. Lambach v. Lundberg, 177 Wash. 568, 33 P.2d 105 (1934); RESTATEMENT OF TORTS

§542 (a) (1938).
61. Rogers v. Brummet, 96 Okla. 216, 220 P. 362 (1923) (Principal and Agent); Stephens

v. Collison, 249 111. 225, 94 N.W. 664 (1911) (executor and beneficiary of an
estate); Teachout v. Van Hoesen, 76 Iowa 113, 40 N.W. 96 (1878) (partners) ; Sims
v. Ferrill, 45 Ga. 585 (1872) (same family); See PROSSER, 742; RESTATEMENT OF TORTS
§542 (b) (1938).

62. Smith v. Leppo, 360 Mich. 557, 109 N.W. 2d 128 (1960).
63. Scheele v. Union Loan & Fin. Co., 200 Minn. 554, 274 N.W. 673 (1937); PROSSER, 744.
64. RESTATEMENT OF TORTS, §542 (c) (1938); Spiess v. Brandt, 230 Minn. 246, 41 N.W.2d

561 (1950); Hassman v. First State Bank, 183 Minn. 453, 236 N.W. 921 (1931);
Pulliam v. Gentry 206 Ky. 763, 268 S.W. 557 (1925).

65. King v. Towns, 102 Ga. App. 895, 119 S.E.2d 121 (1961) (seller represented to buyers
that cookware would cause cancer); Baker v. Meenach, 119 Ind. 154, 84 N.E.2d 719
(1949) (existence of coal); Benedict v. Dickin Heirs, 119 Conn. 541, 117 A. 715
(1935).

[Vol. 20
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4. Prediction and Intention

Ordinarily a prediction of future events is at best a statement of opinion
on which a buyer has no right to rely.60 A prophesy does carry an implied
representation that the prophet knows of no facts whichi will prevent it from
being accomplished, and a prophesy known by the seer to be false can sub-
ject him to liability for deceit.6 7

Statements of intention, on the other hand, are usually considered to be
statements of fact-the fact being the state of the speaker's mind.68 Thus,
a misrepresentation of intention subjects the speaker to liability for deceit.69

5. Promises

It is generally held that fraud may be predicated on a promise which is
made with a present intention not to perform. 70 The rationale is that the
promissor's intention to perform may be implied from the promise,7 ' and
if the promissor has no such intention this is a misrepresentation of his
state of mind. Such a misrepresentation is sufficient basis for an action in
deceit 72 or for recission and restitution.73

An action for misrepresentation can be maintained in many jurisdictions
even though the promise itself cannot be maintained because "it is without
consideration, is illegal, is barred by the statute of frauds, or the statute of
limitations, or falls within the parol evidence rule, or a disclaimer of
representations."

74

6. Law

Traditionally false and fraudulent statements of law have been held to

66. 3 WILLISTON §630.
67. Hill v. Stewart, 93 Ga. App. 792, 92 S.E.2d 829 (1956) (Falsely representing that an

option would be exercised by a thirdt person); Patterson v. Gorrell, 92 Ga. App.
214, 88 S.E.2d 327 (1955) (Seller stated that a building permit could be obtained
when he knew that it would be refused.); Floyd v. Morgan, 62 Ga. App. 711, 9
S.E.2d 717 (1940).

68. See Keeton, Fraud-Statements of Intention, 15 TEXAS L. REV. 185 (1937) ; RESTATE-

MENT OF TORTS §§530, 544 (1938).
69. Duboise v. Atlantic Corp., 322 Mass. 512, 78 N.E.2d 185 (1948).
70. See PROSSER 745; 5 WILLISTON §1496; King Sales Co. v. McKey, 104 Ga. App. 63,

121 S.E.2d 48 (1961); Chelieri v. Nieri, 32 Cal. 2d 480, 196 P.2d 915 (1948).
The doctrine is rejected in Colorado, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Vermont.

People v. Orris, 52 Colo. 244, 121 P. 163 (1912); Brodsky v. Frank, 342 Ill. 110,
:73 N.E. 775 (1930) ; Sachs v. Blewett, 206 Ind. 151, 185 N.E. 856 (1933) ; Ashton v.
Buchholtz, 359 Mo. 296, 221 S.W.2d 496 (1949) ; Woods v. Scott, 107 Vt. 249, 178 A.
886 (1935).

71. Feldman v. Wittmark, 254 Mass. 480, 150 N.E. 329 (1928) ; Maguire v. Maguire, 171
Minn. 492, 214 N.W. 666 (1927) ; Foster v. Dwire, 51 N.D. 581, 199 N.W. 1017 (1924).

72. Kaufman v. Bobo & Wood, 90 Cal. App. 2d 322, 221 P.2d 750 (1950); Hunt v.
Goodemate Co., 94 N.H. 421, 55 A.2d 75 (1947); Floyd v. Morgan, 62 Ga. App. 711,
9 S.E.2d 717 (1940).

73. King Sales Co. v. McKay, 104 Ga. App. 63, 121 S.E.2d 48 (1961); Morgan v. Morgan,
94 N.H. 116, 47 A.2d 500 (1946).

74. PROSSEa, 746 (cases are cited both pro and contra).
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be mere expressions of opinion which do not constitute actionable fraud.7 5

The modern tendency is to recognize that a statement of law can be either
a statement of fact or a statement of opinion, and that even if it is a
statement of opinion, it is actionable under the same circumstances as any
other opinion.76

Thus a statement that a particular statute has been enacted or repealed
or that a particular court decision has been reversed or rendered is a state-
ment of fact, while a statement of the legal consequences of certain facts
known to both is an opinion.77 Where the facts are not known to both parties
a statement of law can imply that there are facts which support the state-
ment. For example, a statement as to the ownership of land implies the
existence of facts which would show such ownership.78

Even where the statement of law is an opinion a layman is entitled to an
honest opinion from a lawyer, even though the lawyer represents an
antagonistic party.79 The same rule should apply where one party is in a
superior position to give an accurate opinion even though not a lawyer.
Thus a layman may be justified in relying on the legal opinion of a real
estate or insurance agent, but one real estate man can not rely on the advice
of another because neither may assume that the other has a superior
knowledge of law so as to make his opinion a safe guide.80

CONTRACTUAL LImITATIONS

OF

SELLER'S RFsPONSIBILITY

A. The Parol Evidence Rule

Where the parties have reduced their agreement to a writing which they
intend as the final expression of their agreement, parol evidence of addi-
tional warranties is usually inadmissible. The rule is stated in Code section
2-202 as follows:

Terms with respect to which the confirmatory memoranda of
the parties agree or which are otherwise set forth in a writing
intended by the parties as a final expression of their agreement
with respect to such terms as are included therein may not be con-
tradicted by evidence of any prior agreement or of a contem-

75. See WILLISTON §629; PROSSER 740; 37 AM. JUR. 2d Fraud & Deceit §113.
76. See PRossaa, 741.
77. See RESTATEMENT OF TORTS §543, Comment a (1938).
78. See RESTATEMENT OF TORTS §545, Comment c (1938); Barnett v. Kunkle, 256 F. 644

(8th Cir. 1919).
79. Ayres v. Smith, 227 Ind. 82, 84 N.E.2d 185 (1949).
80. See RESTATEMENT OF TORTS, §545, Comment d (1938).
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poraneous oral agreement but may be explained or supplemented
(a) by course of dealing or usage of trade or by course of

performance; and
(b) by evidence of consistent additional terms unless the

court finds the writing to have been intended also as a com-
plete and exclusive statement of the terms of the agreement.

Sellers frequently insert an "integration" or "merger" clause in printed
sales contracts to show that the contract is such a final expression of their
agreement."' Since such clauses have the effect of preventing some war-
ranties they are frequently confused with disclaimer clauses.8 2 Usually both
merger and disclaimer clauses are included in standardized contracts.

Professor Vold suggests that the merger rule should only apply to pro-
missory warranties and not to warranties imposed by law on account of the
representation or tacit representations of the parties.8 3 Warranties im-
posed by law should not be excluded because they do not arise out of the
agreement of the parties.

Code section 2-316 appears to support this view at least as to implied
warranties under it. Warranties imposed on account of description, affir-
mation, samples, or model do not arise by agreement of the parties even
though they are classified as express warranties and could logically be ex-
cluded from the operation of a merger clause.

B. Disclaimer of Fraud

The vast majority of recent cases reject merger and disclaimer clauses
when used to protect a seller from his own fraudulent misrepresentations
and those of his authorized agents.8 4 Some courts draw a distinction bet-

81. A merger clause appears in J.I. Case Credit Corp. v. Anderson, 90 Idaho 2, 408 P.2d
165, 168 (1965) reading:

The undersigned hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of this order, which
together with the warranty provision on the back hereof is understood to be
the entire contract between us.

A merger clause combined with a disclaimer clause is set out in Holbrook v. Capital
Automobile Co., 111 Ga. App. 601, 142 S.E.2d 288 (1965), reading:

No salesman's verbal agreement is binding on the company; all terms and
conditions of this sale are expressed in this agreement, any promises or under-
standings not herein specified in writing are hereby expressly waived.

82. 1 W. HAWKLAND, A TRANSACTIONAL GUIDE io THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE 85

(1964) (hereinafter cited as 1 HAWKLAND].

83. VOLD, 448.
84. See 3 WILLISTON §631 (b); Crowell v. Baker Oil Tools, Inc., 99 F.2d 574 (9th Cir.,

1938); Standard Tilton Milling Co. v. Mixon, 243 Ala. 309, 9 So.2d 911 (1942);
Lufty v. Roper Motor Co., 57 Ariz., 495, 115 P.2d 161 (1941); Commercial Credit Co.
v. Childs, 199 Ark. 1073, 137 S.W.2d 260 (1940); Herzog v. Capital Co., 27 Cal.2d
349, 164 P.2d 8 (1945); Weiner v. Roof, 115 P.2d 23 (1941); aff'd, 19 Cal.2d 748, 122
P.2d 896 (1942); Rothstein v. Janss Investment Corp., 45 Cal. App.2d 64, 113 P.2d
465 (1941); Goldstein v. Burka, 43 A.2d 712 (D.C. 1945); Oceanic Villas, Inc. v.
Godson, 148 Fla. 669, 4 So.2d 689 (1941); Utilities Engineering Institute v. Criddle,
85 Idaho 201, 141 P.2d 981 (1943); Air Conditioning Training Co. v. Hildebrand,
330 Ill. App. 134, 69 N.E.2d 700 (1946); Robinson v. Main, 227 Iowa 1195, 290
N.W. 539 (1940); Isaacs v. Cox, 431 S.W.2d 494 (Ky. App. 1968); Moran v. Levin,
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ween fraud in the procurement or inducement, and fraud in the execution,
with the merger clause being effective to insulate the fraudulent seller in
the first case.8 5 In recent years Massachusetts8 6 and Texas8 7 have rejected
the distinction and now follow the general rule. New York8 8 and Pennsyl-
vania 9 apparently honor exculpatory clauses in the face of fraud in
procurement. Georgia courts appear to vacillate between the general rule
and strict enforcement of disclaimer clauses.9 0

Some sales contract forms provide that the contract is not binding on the
seller until accepted by an officer or manager other than the sales agent.
Some courts hold that an exculpatory clause in such a contract is effective
to insulate the seller from misrepresentations of his sales agent because
the buyer is making the offer and has notice of his agent's lack of authority.91

The combination of an "as is"'9 2 or "in their present condition' ' 3 state-
ment as to the goods with a waiver clause have been held ineffective to
preclude a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation.

The question frequently arises as to whether a principal should be liable
for the fraudulent misrepresentation of his agent. If the agent is acting

318 Mass. 770, 64 N.E.2d 360 (1945); Frye Shoe Co. v. Williams, 312 Mass. 656, 46
N.E.2d 1 (1942); Gloeser v. Moere, 283 Mich. 425, 278 N.W. 72 (1938); Wallo v.
Rosenberg, 331 S.W.2d 8 (Mo. App., 1960); Lancy v. Reid Ward Motor Co., 237
Mo. App. 1000, 170 S.W.2d 161 (1943); Drew v. Christopher Construction Co., 140
Ohio St. 1, 41 N.E.2d 1018 (1942); Superior Distributing Corp. v. Hargrove, 312
P.2d 893 (Okla. 1957); Advertiser's Exchange, Inc. v. Morelock, 192 Okla. 7, 133
P.2d 204 (1943); Hamilton Institute v. Wayne, 186 Okla. 358, 98 P.2d 37 (1949.);
Dallas Farm Machinery Co. v. Reaves, 158 Tex. 1, 307 S.W.2d 233 (1957); Gray v.
Wikstrom Motors, Inc., 14 Wash.2d 448, 128 P.2d 490 (1942); Morse Chain Co. v.
Meiklejohn, 237 Wis. 383, 296 N.W. 106 (1941).

85. Holbrook v. Capital Automobile Co., 111 Ga. App. 601, 142 S.E.2d 288 (1963);
Butts v. Groover, 66 Ga. App. 20, 16 S.E.2d 109 (1941).

86. Bates v. Southgate, 308 Mass. 170, 31 N.E.2d 551 (1941.).
87. Dallas Farm Machinery Co. v. Reaves, 158 Tex. 1, 307 S.W.2d 233 (1957).
88. Wittenberg v. Robinov, 9 N.Y.2d 261, 173 N.E.2d 868 (1961); Danann Realty Corp.

v. Harris, 5 N.Y.2d 317, 157 N.E.2d 597 (1959).
89. Lustig v. Facciolo, 410 Pa. 107, 188 A.2d 741 (1963).
90. The following Georgia cases appear to recognize the general rule that fraud in in-

ducement cannot be waived: William v. Toomey, 173 Ga. 199, 159 S.E. 866 (1931) ;
Barrie v. Miller, 104 Ga. 312, 30 S.E. 890 (1898); Chestnut v. Al Means Ford, Inc.,
113 Ga. App. 623, 149 S.E.2d 410 (1966); Eastern Motors Co. v. Lavender, 69 Ga.
App. 48, 29 S.E.2d 840 (1943).

The following cases hold that an exulpatory clause prevents a buyer from relying
on the seller's misrepresentations and insulates the seller from responsibility: Hol-
brook v. Capital Automobile Co., 111 Ga. App. 601, 142 S.E.2d 288 (1965); Skene
v. Jones, Ill Ga. App. 615, 142 S.E.2d 412 (1965); Goldsmith v. Grooman, 68 Ga.
App. 528, 23 S.E.2d 504 (1942); Butts v. Groover, 66 Ga. App. 20, 16 S.E.2d 109
(1941); Waits v. Lumpkin, 59 Ga. App. 416, 1 S.E.2d 72 (1939).

91. Trujillo v. Widrita Farm Lighting Co., 91 Colo. 307, 14 P.2d 1009 (1932); Holland
Furnace Co. v. Williams, 179 Kan. 321, 295 P.2d 672 (1956); Berry v. McKay, 194 So.
299 (Miss. 1940); Colt. Co. v. Ryals, 186 So. 315 (Miss. 1939).

92. Frye Shoe Co. v. Williams, 312 Mass. 656, 46 N.E.2d 1 (1942); See New England
Foundation Co. v. Watrous, 306 Mass. 177, 27 N.E.2d 756 (1940).

93. Goldstein v. Burka, 43 A.2d 712 (D.C. 1945); Oceanic Villas, Inc. v. Godson, 148
Fla. 454, 4 S.E.2d 689 (1941); Drew v. Christopher Construction Co., 140 Ohio St.
1, 41 N.E.2d 1018 (1948).
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within the scope of his authority the principal is liable.9 4 If, on the other
hand, the agent has exceeded his authority, and the principal is innocent of
any wrongdoing, the principal should be able to relieve himself of liability
for deceit by an appropriate clause in the sales contract but he should not
be permitted to benefit from the fraud of his agent. The Restatement of
Agency would permit the innocent vendor to absolve himself by contract
for liability for deceit but in the absence of a change in position by the
vendor it would permit the buyer to rescind the contract. 95 This rule has
been followed in a number of decisions.9 6 However, some courts hold the
innocent principal liable for his agent's misrepresentation even if there is
a merger clause in the contract. 97

C. Disclaimer of Warranties

The traditional sales contract results from negotiation between sop-
histicated parties with substantially equal bargaining power. Freedom of
contract is held sacred, and with certain specific exceptions the parties
are free to make any bargain they consciously desire. The Code follows the
traditional pattern of placing great emphasis on freedom of contract.

Exclusion or modification of express warranties is expressly sanctioned
by the Code,98 but unreasonable negation or limitation of express war-
ranties is prohibited. Where reasonable, express warranty and disclaimer
clauses are to be construed as consistent with each other, but where they
cannot be reconciled, the Code denies effect to the disclaimer.99

Where the goods are described in the sales contract (a contract is nor-
mally for something describable and described) the buyer has an express
warranty under Code section 2-313 (1) (b) that the goods will conform
to the description. A clause disclaiming "all warranties, express or implied,"
cannot reduce the seller's obligation with respect to the description and

94. Isaacs v. Cox, 431 S.W.2d 494 (Ky. 1968); Luftz v. Roper Motor Co., 57 Ariz. 495,
115 P.2d 161 (1941); Herzog v. Capital Construction Co., 27 Cal.2d 349, 164 P.2d 8
(1943); Gardner v. Rosecliff Realty Co., 41 N.J. Super 1, 124 A.2d 30, 34 (1956);
Gray v. Wilkstom Motors, Inc., 14 Wash.2d 448, 128 P.2d 490 (1942); RESTATEMENT

(SEcoND) OF AGENCY, §§257, 258, and 259 (1958).
95. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY, §260 (1958).
96. Abercrombie v. Martin & Hoyt, Co., 227 Ala. 510, 150 So. 497 (1933); Speck v.

Wylie, 1 Cal.2d 625, 36 P.2d 618 (1934) ; Herzog v. Capital Co., 27 Cal.2d 349, 164
P.2d 8 (1945) ; Super-Cold Southwest Co. v. Willis, 219 S.W.2d 144 (Ter. Civ. App.
1949) Dallas Farm Machinery Co. v. Reaves, 158 Tex. 1, 307 S.W.2d 233 (1957).

97. Glowser v. Moore, 283 Mich. 425, 278 N.W.72 (1938); Advertiser's Exchange v. More-
lock, 192 Okla. 7, 133 P.2d 204 (1943); Morse Chain Co. v. Meiklejohn, 237 Wis. 383,
296 N.W. 106 (1941).

98. U.C.C. §2-316 (1) reads as follows:
(1) Words or conduct relevant to the creation of an express warranty and words or
conduct tending to negate or limit warranty shall be construed wherever reasonable
as consistent with each other; but subject to the provisions of this Article on parol
or extrinsic evidence (Section 2-202) negation or limitation is inoperative to the
extent that such construction is unreasonable.

99. U.C.C. §2-316, Comment 1.
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therefore cannot be given effect under section 2-316 (1) .100 While the
Official Comments indicate that the parties may make any bargain they
consciously desire, in determining what the parties have agreed upon,
good faith is a factor and the probability is small that a real price is in-
tended for a pseudo-obligation. 10 1

Rules for the modification of implied warranties are also set forth. To
exclude or modify an implied warranty of merchantability the language
must mention merchantability and in case of a writing it must be con-
spicuous. A clause excluding or modifying an implied warranty of fitness
must be in writing and must be conspicuous.10 2

In recent years courts have taken notice of the inequality between the
parties in consumer sales contracts and have begun to treat them differently
from other types of contracts. Courts have become increasingly astute in
construing disclaimers so as to limit their effect as far as possible, but in
most instances they have not stated a general principle condemning war-
ranty disclaimers as opposed to public policy. They have endeavored to
honor the age-old tradition of freedom of contract by adopting doctrines
of strict construction and requiring notice and assent by the buyer in an
attempt to limit exculpation of the seller.

The Code does have one section which limits the effect of the freedom of
contract principle in the sale of goods. This is section 2-302 and it reads
as follows:

(1) If the court as a matter of law finds the contract or any
clause of the contract to have been unconscionable at the time it
was made the court may refuse to enforce the contract, or it may
enforce the remainder of the contract without the unconscionable
clause, or it may so limit the application of any unconscionable
clause as to avoid any unconscionable result.

(2) When it is claimed or appears to the court that the con-

100. See U.C.C. §2-313, Comment 4.
101. U.C.C. §2-313, Comment 4.
102. U.C.C. §2-316 (2) and (3) reads as follows:

(2) Subject to subsection (3), to exclude or modify the implied warranty of
merchantability or any part of it the language must mention merchantability and
in case of a writing must be conspicious, and to exclude or modify any implied
warranty of fitness the exclusion must be by a writing and conspicious. Language to
exclude all implied warranties of fitness is sufficient if it states, for example, that
"There are no warranties which extend beyond the description on the face hereof."
(3) Notwithstanding subsection (2)

(a) unless the circumstances indicate otherwise, all implied warranties are
excluded by expressions like "as is," "with all faults" or other language which
in common understanding calls the buyer's attention to the exclusion of
warranties and makes plain that there is no implied warranty; and
(b) when the buyer before entering into the contract has examined the goods
or the sample or model as fully as he desired or has refused to examine the
goods there is no implied warranty with regard to defects which an examination
ought in the circumstances to have revealed to him; and
(c) an implied warranty can also be excluded or modified by course of dealing
or course of performance or usage of trade.
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tract or any clause thereof may be unconscionable the parties shall
be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present evidence as to its
commercial setting, purpose and effect to aid the court in making
the determination.

An official comment 03 indicates that this section is intended to make
it possible for the courts to police contracts or clauses which they find
unconscionable, and notes that in the past such policing has been accom-
plished by adverse construction of language, by manipulation of the rules
of offer and acceptance or by determinations that the clause is contrary to
public policy or to the dominant purpose of the contract. The Code thus
attempts to remove the fictions and get directly to the problem.

Surprisingly, this comment makes the following statement about un-
conscionability: "The principle is one of the prevention of oppression and
unfair surprise and not of disturbance of allocation of risks because of
superior bargaining power."104

There is nothing in the Code section itself which would indicate this
meaning. In the precode case of Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc.10 5

the Supreme Court of New Jersey rejected a disclaimer clause in an auto-
motive sales contract on the grounds of "grossly disproportionate bargaining
power" and "surprise" resulting from the disclaimer provision. And several
other more recent decisions have refused to support disclaimer clauses. 106

The Henningsen case involved a breach of warranty which resulted in
personal injuries. A later New Jersey court decision makes it clear that the

103. See U.C.C. §2-302, Comment 1.
104. Id.
105. 32 N. J. 358, 161 A.2d 69 (1960). The standardized form or adhesion contract is

discussed in Kessler, Contracts of Adhesion, 43 COLUM. L. REV. 629, 632 (1943), as
follows:

In so far as the reduction of costs of production and distribution thus
achieved is reflected in reduced prices, society as a whole ultimately benefits
from the use of standard contracts. And there can be no doubt that this has
been the case to a considerable extent. The use of standard contracts has,
however, another aspect which has become increasingly important. Standard
contracts are typically used by enterprises with strong bargaining power. The
weaker party, in need of the goods or services, is frequently not in a position
to shop around for better terms, either because the author of the standard con-
tract has a monopoly (natural or artifical) or because all competitors use the same
clauses. His contractual intention is but a subjection more or less voluntary to
terms dictated by the stronger party, terms whose consequences are often
understood only in a vague way, if at all. Thus, standardized contracts are
frequently contracts of adhesion; they are a prendre ou a laisser.

The origin of the term adhesion contract is set out in Ehrenzweig, Adhesion Con-
tracts in the Conflict of Law, 53 COLUM. L. REV. 1072 (1953) in note 17 on page
1075 as follows:

This term was apparently used in this country for the first time by Patterson,
The Delivery of a Life Insurance Policy, 33 HARV. L. REV. 198, 222 (1919).

See also Patterson, Compulsory Contracts in the Crystal Ball, 43 COLUM. L. REV.
731 (1943).

106. Grey v. Hayes-Sammons Chemical Co., 310 F.2d 291 (5th Cir., 1962); Seely v. White
Motor Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 403 P.2d 145 (1965); J. 1. Case Credit Corp. v. Andreason,
90 Idaho 2, 408 P.2d 165 (1965).
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underlying principle is not limited to products liability cases.' 07

The New Jersey court has clarified its position by holding that a dis-
claimer clause can be valid if the parties were in an equal bargaining
position and there was an actual negotiation of the contract terms. 108 It has
been argued that the section 2-316 of the Code is a self-contained, specific
answer to the question of how warranties may be disclaimed and therefore
that the unconscionability section, 2-302, has no application. 109 This view,
however, seems inconsistent with comment I to section 2-302 which cites
numerous cases dealing with disclaimers or express warranties.

It has been suggested that the principle of freedom of contract only applies
to the promissory warranties which are agreed upon by the parties, and
should not apply to warranties imposed by law, whether they be express
warranties resulting from an affirmation of fact, a description of the goods,
sample or model, 110 or the various implied warranties set forth in sections
2-312, 2-314, 2-315, therefore any limitations or disclaimer of such war-
ranty should be strictly limited by law to protect the underlying social
policy which originally gave rise to such warranties. 111

D. Limitation of Remedies

Code section 2-316 (4) states that remedies for breach of warranty can be
limited in accordance with a provision of sections 2-718 and 2-719. Section
2-718 permits the parties to agree on a provision for reasonable liquidated
damages, provided the amount is reasonable in the light of the anticipated
or actual harm caused by the breach, the difficulties of proof of loss, and
the inconvenience or nonfeasibility of otherwise obtaining adequate remedy.

This section also provides that unreasonably large liquidated damages
are void as a penalty.

Section 2-719 (a) allows the parties to provide for agreement for remedies
in addition to or in substitution for those provided in the Code, and to
limit or alter the measure of damages recoverable. The parties can limit
the buyer's remedies to return the goods in repayment of the price or to
repair and replacement of nonconforming goods or parts. Section 2-719 (3)
permits consequential damages to be limited or even excluded, unless the
limitation or exclusion is unconscionable. This section expressly provides
that the limitation of consequential damages for injury to the person in
the case of consumer goods is prima facie unconscionable. It should be
noted that neither section 2-718 nor 2-719 has a provision requiring that a
written contract clause modifying or limiting a remedy need be con-

107. Zabriskie Chevrolet Inc. v. Smith, 99 N. J. Super. 441, 240 A.2d 195 (1968).
108. Mayfair Fabrics v. Henley, 48 N. J. 483, 226 A.2d 602 (1967).
109. 1 HAWKLAND, A TRANSACTIONAL GUIDE TO THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE 84

(1964).
110. See generally U.C.C. §2-313.
IIl. VoLD 445-49.
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spicuous, a requirement under Code section 2-316 for a written contract
clause disclaiming warranty liability or modifying the terms of the war-
ranty. It would appear, however, that any failure to make such a clause
conspicuous, or in some other way to bring it to the attention of the buyer,
would probably result in the adjudication of unconscionability under sec-
tion 2-302.

Judicial action extending consumer protection against fraudulent mis-
representation by retail sellers, and legislative action in adopting the Uni-
form Commercial Code, retail sales acts, and other consumer protection
statutes provides substantial protection to consumers against misrepresenta-
tions, express and implied, by retail merchants and manufactures of con-
sumer goods. Despite some inroads into the traditional doctrine of freedom
of contract, the Uniform Commercial Code recognizes the right of parties
to waive and disclaim their protection against misrepresentations. Since in
the marketplace the manufacturer and seller have complete control over the
form used for sales contracts and the power to force such contracts on the
consumer, most of the beneficial warranty provisions of the Code can be
ineffective in practice.

Efforts of the draftsmen of the Code to protect the consumer by requiring
that disclaimers be "conspicuous" are unrealistic. Even if the consumer had
the power to resist the imposition of such disclaimers, he lacks the so-
phistication and skill to understand the necessity of resistance. The con-
sumer will only have real protection against his seller's express and tacit
misrepresentations when the law prevents the seller from forcing the con-
sumer to disclaim his rights. It is submitted that legislation should estab-
lish a public policy prohibiting disclaimers of warranties imposed by law.1 12

Or perhaps the form of consumer sales contracts should be fixed by law as
are certain insurance contracts. 113

112. North Dakota has imposed a warranty of fitness on farm machinery sellers which
cannot be waived by the buyer. The statute, in effect since 1919, provides:

Any person purchasing any gas or oil tractor, gas or steam engine, harvesting
or threshing machinery, for his own use shall have a reasonable time after
delivery for the inspection and testing of the same, and if it does not prove
to be reasonably fit for the purpose for which it was purchased, the purchaser
may rescind the sale. . . . Any provision in any written order or contract of
sale, or other contract, which is contrary to any of the provisions of this section,
hereby is declared to be against public policy and void. N. D. CENT. CODE,

§51-07-07 (1960).
The constitutionality of the statute has been approved by the Supreme Court of
North Dakota, Bratberg v. Advance-Rumeley Thresher Co., 61 N.D. 452, 238 N.W.

552 (1931) and the Supreme Court of the United States, Advance-Remeley Thresher
Co. v. Jackson, 287 U.S. 283 (1932).

It might be desirable to impose different warranties for different classes of goods.
The warranty on a new automobile should be more inclusive than that on a ten
year old jalopy. This could be done in the same way that maximum finance charges
vary for different classes (fixed by age) of automobiles.

113. See Kessler, Contracts of Adhesion, 43 COLUM. L. REv. 629, 633 (1943).
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